
Connections
Whether you’re a CEO, Marketing Director, Sales Manager or anywhere in between,
your always making connections. Wouldn’t it be great if all your agents/brokers, sales
assistants, marketing, and customer service teams had the ability to access your assets
in real time? At Your Real Estate Solution all of your connections are connected in one
seamless solution. We connect MLS, Matterport, Images (High Res), List Pull Services,
Brokers, Head Shots, Budgets, Artwork, Templates, Email & Social Media. Our
connectivity takes the complexity out of linking all these data sources, allowing your
team to focus on growing & closing business.

Layout Generation

Our online solution allows agents, brokers and marketers to create professional
communications with ease. We have taken a complex process and simplified it. within
minutes and a minimal amount of clicks, beautiful materials such as postcards, show
sheets and brochures can be created for print, mail and email. our portal connects to
your agents and listings data, along with all your photography automatically, all ready
when you login. Your image library is a repository for photography, headshots,
floorplans and mailing lists, allowing you to easily manage content all with your
corporate identity and branded templates.

Social Media
Email and social media plays a crucial role in the entire life-cycle for a business. Our
platform identifies, organizes and curates information important to your team allowing
them to easily post to social media and track. Engaging prospects and keeping your
clientele informed as a seamless part of your communications strategy is part of this
solution. We take the complexity out of connecting allowing you team to focus on
growing their business

Printing & Direct Mail

We are a local full-service, environmentally friendly, digital and commercial print
provider with on-site certified USPS mail facility. Our automated manufacturing
process enables you to easily incorporate digital personalized print, direct mail and
email into an overall marketing strategy that’s efficient and effective. our online portal
or data-driven solution allows your campaigns to be generated at the right time with
the correct content, virtually on autopilot! we provide “best-in-class” manufacturing in
of our ISO and G7 certified facilities providing excellent quality and customer service for
over two decades!

Optimize Your Marketing ROI

Full conversion path and attribution insights across your entire customer journey
•Choose from a variety of attribution models
•Identify wasteful marketing spend that does not contribute to your buyer journey
•Uncover media that has been influencing buying decisions
•Shift spend away from underperforming media to more profitable tactics
•Omnichannel tracking across digital and offline media
•Centralized marketing data for reporting and cross-channel analysis
•Real-time data enables faster, smarter decisions
•Cross-device tracking lets you see your customer's complete journey
•Custom report builder allows you to easily create and share your own reports
Proactive fraud detection helps you identify and prevent wasted ad spend

Matterport/Image Integrations

Designed as a powerful tool that is unbelievably easy to use, the Matterport Pro 3D
Camera collects accurate visual and spatial data to map entire areas in minutes. We’ve
focused on automation and ease of use to produce reliable results with little specialized
training. All the Matterport Spaces you capture are processed, organized, and hosted in
Matterport Cloud for easy access wherever you are. Our tools are built to work with
you. Matterport Spaces take you to the real world and beyond. Our immersive web
player — 3D Showcase — is easy for anyone to use. Advanced users can export the 3D
data to other applications for even more possibilities.
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